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The Posthuman Sublime 

Istvan Csicsery-Ronay, Jr. 

(This article appeared in the online journal Metal and Flesh/chair et metal #4 [2002]. A few years later 

the journal vanished from the Web. The essay is an early draft of ideas that later became the chapter 

“The Science-Fictional Sublime” in The Seven Beauties of Science Fiction.) 

 The saturation of the real with science fiction (sf) is nowhere more apparent than 

in the postmodernist discourse of technoevolution. It is an ancient given of sf that natural 

evolution gives place to technological transformations reaching to the germ plasm itself, 

that the ecology of natural forms gradually becomes a subset of a technological ecology 

in which human beings may have only a provincial niche. Technologies mutate and 

radiate, using human social choices as their medium of selection. They adapt to a 

technosphere gradually formed through the various meshings and interferences of their 

effects. We increasingly model the world in terms of artificial immanence – extrapolating 

from the givens of the physical world through the mediations of our machines, 

simulating natural processes until they can be replicated and applied to spheres far from 

their origins. Information makes no sense without the tools to code and decode it, and 

ultimately to engineer it. But once information becomes our medium, the machines for 

which it is pure energy become the engines of evolution. From AI, A-Life and nanotech 

to Vinge’s Singularity, Kurtzweil’s Spiritual Machines, Gilder’s Telecosm, and 

Extropianism  people believe they have become the witnesses and facilitators of processes 

too fast and too complex to comprehend. The irony – or perhaps the point – is that this 

evolution has used humanity as its black-box and its engine. Far from being the goal of 

evolution, human beings are recoded to be vehicles for genes and memes, hosts for the 

viral propagation of data, components of a cyborg network of fluid associations.  
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 This may be something real. It is definitely a matter of discourse: the discourse of 

the posthuman sublime. Visions of utopian or dystopian transformations caused by 

technological innovation are as old as modernity itself. The posthuman sublime is 

different from earlier currents, however, because it is the first to see the transformation 

in terms of purely material self-surmounting, “autopoetically” guided by the humans 

species itself. For it, machine evolution promises the transcendence of the conventions of 

mortality, the “bodiless exultation” of cyberspace, and a near-Stapledonian participation 

in a collective cyborg evolution. 

 Posthumanism has shared the concepts and language of sf from its beginnings. 

J.D. Bernal in The World, the Flesh and the Devil (1929) imagined a “mechanized humanity” 

upgraded through prostheses and genetic engineering into a species capable of living in 

the vacuum of space, endowed with superior sense-organs. Individual units would be 

capable of communicating with others telepathically to an “angelic” degree, ultimately 

forming a collective brain. “Multiple individuals” would be functionally immortal, 

capable of feeling “devotion beyond anything imaginable,” and intersecting with others 

to achieve a collective consciousness, “a state of ecstasy in the literal sense.” Visions like 

these are veiled oracular myths combining two science-fictional rhetorics: the 

enthusiastic description of real or plausible technoscientific innovations and fictive 

scenarios of future historical changes attending fundamental alterations of the physical 

world and the human body. 

 

A succession of sublimes. The posthuman technosublime is the latest in a succession of 

versions of the sublime. The Romantic sublime of Burke and Kant is a process of aesthetic 

sublimation in response to nature. The subject encounters natural phenomena of such 
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magnitude and power that they seem to overwhelm the human capacity to encompass 

and order the perceptible world in rational categories. At first, the mind reacts with a 

sense of terror and awe, the drastic diminution of the self when confronted with the 

magnitude of the universe outside human construction. For Kant, there were two distinct 

categories of the sublime: the mathematical and the dynamical. The former consisted of the 

experience of infinity, the sense of infinite series extending in conceptual space, and of 

sempiternal series extending in time. This form of the sublime draws the attention of 

consciousness to infinity in the material world. The imagination, always striving to 

comprehend phenomena in terms of totality, trying to contain the plurality of things as a 

unified whole, cannot tolerate this awareness of infinity, since an infinite totality is a 

contradictory concept. Infinity cannot end; totality must be complete. 

 The dynamic sublime, by contrast, is a response to the sheer physical magnitude 

of phenomena, the superhuman force manifest in those aspects of nature that cause the 

ego to feel small in the world. In both cases, the perceiving mind is forced to fall back. In 

this falling back, however, it becomes aware that it has in itself the capacity to conceive 

of what Kant calls the “supersensible,” the underlying rational, but unapprehendable, 

order of things shared by the mind and nature alike. This can neither be communicated 

nor represented directly, only indirectly, through symbols –  the tools of science and 

artistic representation. 

Bold, overhanging, and as it were, threatening rocks, thunderclouds piled 

up in the vaults of heaven, borne along with flashes and peals, volcanoes in 

all their violence of destruction, hurricanes leaving desolation in their track, 

boundless ocean rising with rebellious force, the high waterfall of some 

mighty river, and the like, make our power of resistance of trifling moment 
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in comparison with their might. But, provided our own position is secure, 

their aspect is all the more attractive for their fearfulness; and we readily 

call these objects sublime, because they raise the forces of the soul above the 

height of vulgar commonplace, and discover within us a power of 

resistance of quite another kind, which gives us courage to be able to 

measure ourselves against the seeming omnipotence of nature. (quoted in 

Robu 26-27) 

 The encounter with nature, which engenders a terrifying and awe-filled 

experience of imagination’s own limits, is controlled by the aesthetic process of rational 

sublimation, the recognition of the diminished, but safe reconstruction of the principles 

of infinity and magnitude in art and mathematical science. The ego is thus liberated from 

the experience of annihilation by understanding the rational principles behind 

phenomena. It is a feeling simultaneously painful, in its sense of violent limitation and 

thwarting of the mind’s capacity to encompass reality, and pleasurable, in the recognition 

that there is another, less directly ego-related capacity to understand the supersensible 

arising out of this thwarting of the ego. 

 Only rarely will Burke and Kant allow human artifacts to trigger the sublime. Kant 

mentions the pyramids but is otherwise silent about human edifices. Burke is more 

urbane. He includes among his sublime phenomena buildings and structures whose size 

and magnificence betrays the inordinate labor that went into their creation. The mystery 

of the construction of the architectural wonders has much the same effect as natural 

wonders – no understanding of their physics and design can contain the vision of genius, 

complex craft and sheer bodily toil that went into them. 
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 The classical sublime of Kant and Burke has two fundamental notions about 

technology, both of them negative. First, that human works can only rarely inspire the 

sublime dialectic, because they contain their human purposes in every atom of their 

being. They cannot inspire the sense of awe that comes from becoming aware of their 

otherness and incomprehensibility. Even when they inspire a certain quasi-sublime 

response, it is because they are already representations of the original presentations 

experienced vis a vis the natural world. Where artifacts are sublime-inspiring, it is 

because they imitate the magnitude of the natural object, and thus surpass the social use 

of the building. This is why Burke values difficulty — the labor and care that goes into a 

sublime object exceeds its function. The second notion is that the sublime is an attitude 

of response to the given; it says nothing about production and creation. The Romantic 

philosophers apparently did not imagine what Mary Shelley envisioned only a few years 

later, that human beings will be capable of constructing phenomena that will rival nature 

not only in their power, but in their autonomy from human designs. 

 The entire constellation of ideas surrounding the sublime changes radically in 19th 

century America. With the Americans’ love of technological control, the sublime comes 

to mean the spectacle of nature being subjugated. Where nature presented a defining 

obstacle to the imagination in the classical sublime, for Americans it presented a small, 

and ever smaller one. Richard E. Nye has recorded the historical development of what he 

terms the American technological sublime. Unlike the Europeans, the Americans viewed 

nature not as an inscrutable and resistant domain, in which humans were embedded and 

simultaneously from which they were alienated. In early 19th century U.S., “Nature was 

understood to have authored the script sanctioning its own transformation in the service 

of an inevitable destiny” (Nye 38). Kant had authorized the feeling that reason allowed 
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humans to measure themselves against the omnipotence of nature, through the 

recognition of their freedom and moral law. Americans, in a characteristic move, 

interpreted this as a magnificent destiny to physically dominate natural phenomena.  

 The attribution of sublimity to human creations radically modified the 

psychological process that the sublime had previously involved. Whereas in a sublime 

encounter in nature human reason intervened and triumphed when the imagination 

found itself overwhelmed, in the technological sublime reason had a new meaning. 

Because human beings had created awe-inspiring steamboats, railroads, bridges, and 

dams, the sublime object itself was a manifestation of reason. Because the overwhelming 

power displayed was human rather than natural, the “dialogue” was now not between 

man and nature but between man and the man-made. The awe induced by seeing an 

immense or dynamic technological object became a celebration of the power of human 

reason, and this awe granted special privilege to engineers and inventors. The sense of 

weakness and humiliation before the superior power of nature was thus redirected 

because the power displayed was not that of God or nature but that of particular human 

beings (Nye 60). 

 The American technological sublime is resolutely practical; it eschews 

contemplation, and so the mathematical sublime plays only a secondary role. In 

extending technological control over the continent, which was so full of sublime scenery 

that it was treated as commonplace, every national act became a matter of the dynamical 

sublime. In the relentless construction of a technological second-nature, the national ego 

seemed to expand without serious challenge from the material universe, with an 

attendant sense of vertigo at its own powers. Unlike the classical sublime,   
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the technological sublime does not endorse human limitations; rather, it 

manifests a split between those who understand and control machines and 

those who do not. In Kant’s theory of the natural sublime, every human 

being’s imagination falters before the immensity of the absolutely great. In 

contrast, a sublime based on mechanical improvements is made possible by 

the superior imagination of an engineer or a technician, who creates an 

object that overwhelms the imagination of ordinary man. Yet this inspiring 

effect is only temporary. Machines that arouse admiration and awe in one 

generation soon cease to seem remarkable, and the next generation 

demands something larger, faster, or more complex. By implication, this 

form of the sublime undermines all notions of limitation, instead 

presupposing the ability to innovate continually and to transform the 

world. The technological sublime proposes the idea of reason in constant 

evolution. While the natural sublime is related to eternity, the technological 

sublime aims at the future and is often embodied in instruments of speed, 

such as the railway, the airplane, and the rocket, that annihilate time and 

space. (60) 

 In a nutshell Nye here describes the beginning of the transformation of sensibility 

that creates the preconditions of sf. This shift from the affirmation of creation and seeing 

reason as a moral law of judgment, to the idealization of intervention and the re-creation 

of material nature, marks the beginning of the view that will make of the technical world 

of second nature the privileged scene of the human drama. 

There is an American penchant for thinking of the subject as a 

consciousness that can stand apart from the world and project its will upon 
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it. In this mode of thought, the subject elides Kantian transcendental reason 

with technological reason and sees new structures and inventions as 

continuations of nature. Those operating within this logic embrace the 

reconstruction of the life world buy machinery, experience the dislocations 

and perceptual disorientations caused by this reconstruction in terms of 

awe and wonder, and, in their excitement, feel insulated from immediate 

danger. New technologies become self-justifying parts of a natural destiny, 

just as the natural sublime once undergirded the rhetoric of manifest 

destiny. Fundamental changes in the landscape paradoxically seem part of 

an inevitable process in harmony with nature. (282) 

 What is new, and enabling for sf, is that the supersensible reason, the disembodied 

principle of human greatness, begins its journey on the path away from transcendence, 

toward the enshrinement of artificial immanence. The process that views the conquest of 

natural forces through the extraction of their essence and their feedback into nature by 

humanly controlled technologies no longer measures itself against a cosmic limit. The 

early technological sublime is a form of afflatus, the steadily self-aggrandizing ego that 

seems to encounter no serious obstacles to its technological solutions. The handy man, 

the engineer, the inventor, become the agents at the leading edge of history. Production, 

rather than philosophical contemplation or political revolution, became the model for the 

success of a society, and production unfettered was a result of problem-solving on a 

grand scale. For Verne and Wells, this was not an unfamiliar point of view, merely a 

foreign one. Verne had a word for it, the americomécanique. 

 For my argument, it is important to distinguish three phases of the ideology of the 

technological sublime. Nye describes the first phase, lasting roughly from the 1830s until 
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1945. After 1945, with the atomic bomb, Nye proposes that a sea-change occurred in 

American attitudes.  

At the deepest level, the existence of atomic weapons had undermined the 

possibility of the sublime relationship to both natural and technological 

objects. The experience of the natural sublime rests both on the sense of 

human weakness and limitations and on the power of human reason to 

comprehend the infinitely large and powerful. But when human beings 

themselves create something infinitely powerful that can annihilate nature, 

the exaltation of the classical sublime seems impossible. The Kantian 

relationship to the object required a sense of personal security. One was 

exposed to the power of the hurricane, but nevertheless one saw it in 

relative safety. This necessary precondition evaporates in the superheated 

wind of an atomic blast. The technological sublime, in which the observer 

identifies with the power of a man-made object, become absurd. Who 

identifies with the bomb? The collective sense of achievement, another 

hallmark of the technological sublime, is radically undercut and destroyed. 

Just as important, contemplation of the bomb transforms admiration for 

inventors, engineers, and scientists into fear and mistrust. (255-6) 

 This “nuclear sublime” influences most of the sf following 1945. With the Bomb 

some of the original shock of the vast returns to the techno-sublime.  Nye is surely right 

that folks do not identify with the Bomb. (The popularity of smart-bombs and nose-cone-

video cameras in the Gulf and Afghan wars, however, shows that folks will delightedly 

identify with smaller versions.) Nye does not treat a third phase of the techno-sublime, 

the response to cybernetic technology. With digitalization, advanced weaponry, and the 
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technocracy of globalization, populations forget (unwisely) the threat of nuclear war, and 

invest enormous collective mental energy in high tech. Scott Bukatman has analyzed at 

length the way postmodern culture attempts to socialize the uncanny domain of virtual 

technologies in Terminal Identity. In this phase, the techno-sublime becomes the 

posthuman sublime, the appropriate attitude of awe at the prospect of technology 

developing on its own, creating an environment dominated by the interests of 

interlocking technical systems that dominate and shape human interests. Human 

constructors are no longer seen as privileged actors at the forefront of history, but passive 

agents of technoevolution’s experiments. 

 Sf has provided the thesaurus of these feelings of the sublime in American culture 

since 1945, and sf film has been their dominant vehicle. Bukatman has identified the 

special relationship between sf cinema’s characteristic use of f/x to simulate a sense of the 

“artificial infinite.”   

It might even be argued that cinema is the very paradigm of an artificial, 

technological environment that has incorporated utopian fantasies of 

nature, kinetic power, spiritual truth and human connections. (“Artificial” 

269) 

It is appropriate then to look to two important sf films for representations of the 

posthuman sublime in its mathematical and dynamic forms: Kubrick’s 2001: A Space 

Odyssey (1969) and the Wachowski brothers’ The Matrix (1999). 

 

Emptiness Evolving: The techno-mathematical sublime of 2001: A Space Odyssey. For 

Cornel Robu, Kubrick’s 2001 is “the supreme expression of the mathematical sublime in 
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sf cinema” (29). The film adheres so rigorously to an aesthetic of the mathematical 

sublime, that its sf content can be read as a pretext for the representation of this aesthetic, 

rather than vice-versa. 2001 is a cinematic essay on the techno-mathematical sublime that 

uses sf as an alibi. The film is systematically constructed to articulate an artificial myth, 

perhaps even a rite, of this sort of sublime. The fundamental Kantian struggle between 

the imagination’s constantly frustrated desire to expand to perceive infinity directly, and 

the cool reassertion of a rational faculty that “proves that the mind has a power to surpass 

any standard of sense” (Kant 106), an access to the supersensible, is here no longer a 

matter of the pure contemplation of natural order; the supersensible is an active, 

purposive intervention in human evolution. Kubrick personifies the qualities of mind, so 

that the odyssey occurs not in physical space, but in the virtual, paraspatial mental void, 

where the qualities of the sublime are dominant. The mediation toward transcendence is 

itself represented in purely mathematical form, via the mysterious, opaque, perfectly 

formed slab that obscurely catalyzes humanity’s technological progress toward cosmic 

power. 

 The film is systematic in its technique and design. Striving to convey the sense of 

sublime pleasure in the “plurality collected in a unity,” Kubrick made every element 

subservient, not to his ostensible tale, but to the aesthetic effect of the sublime. But 

Kubrick radically alters the significance of the aesthetic by restricting it to technology, 

and excluding every possible indication of humanity’s interdependence with the natural 

world. He encloses his cosmos, as he does his production process, in a technological shell. 

 The opening sequence, “The Dawn of Man,” illustrates a principle of the 

mathematical sublime in its “primal” form. The freeze-shots and slow pans of the desert 

display an origin-world that could not be further from a desire-saturated Edenic garden. 
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Here the earth is hostile and deadly, and vast –  unlike a walled paradise, or even a 

harboring forest for semi-arboreal apes (Kubrick opts for Robert Ardrey’s baboon model 

of early humans). It has no end in sight. It is a void of nearly lifeless stone. (How leopards 

and tapirs could survive in such an environment, let alone hominids, is unclear.) The 

hominids are not yet human, so there are technically no humans to identify with 

emotionally in this sequence. The audience is presented the primal scene of its own 

species, a memory so far back in the past it might as well be the infinitely distant past of 

myth, a scientific myth. 

 But we can’t let it go. The pain of recognizing ourselves in these abject beings is 

countered by the pleasure of recognizing that one of the deepest mysteries will be solved, 

at least aesthetically. The ancestors at first can barely distinguish themselves from the 

comical tapirs. The leopard’s attacks first on the hominid, then on the zebra seem 

mundane and squalid. The appearance of the monolith establishes a formidable tension. 

Visually, the contrast is between the chaotic rock formations, all clearly shaped by the 

forces of erosion over millennia, and the perfect geometrical solid, so polished that it 

should be a mirror, and yet so matte that it won’t yield a reflection. Ligeti’s aleatoric 

music indicates the little horde’s confusion; but it also hurts the audience. Chaos is made 

clear in relief against the slab’s embodiment of geometrical perfection. 

 Of course, the monolith is the novum, and we are witnessing the first apocalyptic 

transformation point dividing the past from the present and future. The operatic use of 

Strauss’s Zarathustra to accompany the Alpha Ape as he forms the concept of the bone-

tool, imagining a future action as a present one, could have been comical or pretentious. 

At this point, there are neither words nor any other organized symbols with which to 

articulate the existence of rational mind. The music entrains the action and the viewer, so 
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for the first time an intentional action occurs according to a rhythm. The ape has gained 

great power and the camera places him in high heroic ecstasy, shot from below, nearly 

filling the sky. The slain tapir of the imagination is itself seen as enormous and heroic, a 

veritable felled ox, compared with the mild and unassuming quasi-pigs we viewed 

before. The social evolutionary steps follow quickly once the idea of weaponry has been 

formed: first dominance over the animals who had competed with them for forage, then 

dominance over one’s own kind. 

 Kubrick relentlessly excludes any representation of desire in “The Dawn of Man,” 

as he will throughout the film. In this, 2001 works as a consummate example of cognitive 

estrangement, to the point that it becomes unclear what the cognition is truly for. The 

hominids are not driven by animal drives or human lust; and even the moment when the 

Will to Power -- evoked explicitly by the strains of Zarathustra –  appears to catalyze the 

Alpha Male to make the first technological discovery and invention, there is very little 

will involved at all. The discovery of the bone’s usefulness appears to come out of the 

Alpha’s idle play. We know these beasts are always hungry, since they can’t even chase 

their competitors away from their meagre food sources. But it is not hunger than 

motivates the Alpha. The leap to a higher level of awareness where the future can be seen 

plausibly as the present, comes out of two tools: the monolith and the bone. The hominid 

is merely the vehicle of their intersecting forces. 

 Most other artists at the time would probably have linked this moment of 

humanity’s techno-birth to some appropriate version of the Fall, since the defining 

technological-conceptual moment is the invention of a weapon, and the monolith’s 

mediation appears as violence. These hominids have no art, no skill at making shelter, 

not even potent displays. Chilly as it may appear, Kubrick excludes any sense of power 
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other than the technical: progress is not a matter of moral or cultural advancement, but 

of the ability to extend technological power. The familiar montage, bone-to-spaceship, 

bypasses all human spiritual attainments, and all human violence against the biospheres. 

Nothing is permitted in the story that is not “mathematical,” at least in the sublime sense. 

Human history is reduced to the steps of a techno-conceptual progress  –  from the 

natural, to the artificial, and ultimately, to the mysterious stage after cosmic artificial 

insemination. 

 In design terms, the long middle section displays what might be a parodistic of 

human technical civilization as an expression or imitation of geometry. The space 

between earth and moon is filled with spaceships that imitate unicellular forms entrained 

to the musically geometrical waltz, a dance predicated on the constant motion of circles 

within circles. Throughout this section, the compositions are dominated by symmetry, 

the two sides diversified only by smaller geometrical instruments, panel screens, 

rectangles and circles, and the illuminated diagrams manifesting series after series of 

data. The humans behave with similar banality; their actions are utterly conventional, 

amoral, business-American, within environments of opaque panels and insipid furniture, 

in space articulated only by the requirements of weightlessness, indicating that the 

human world has created its second nature in imitation of the infinite series — without 

originality, without transcendence, without horizon. Hence the symmetrical 

constructions, the series, the conventional phrases, the lack of living color. 

 The affect is oppressive and exhausting, as if technology were reproducing 

sublime magnitude, but schematically, merely repeating the forms of the ancient techno-

geometrical gift. There is no concern for human social applications, only for forms. The 

exploration of the moon is presumably motivated by curiosity, the ideological alibi of 
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most sf; but the skillful explorers seem to have no passion, they operate in obeisant gangs 

as did their pre-human ancestors. Humans are reproducing the 

mathematical/geometrical without any thought of its origin in the “supersensible.” This 

potentially endless, aimless repetition of forms halts only when an obstacle appears that 

routine technoscience cannot handle. The monolith waiting for this technical attainment 

stands, with its uniqueness and burst of radio signals, in sharp contrast, this time not to 

the passive natural forms of the mock-Olduvai, but to humanity’s repetitions and lack of 

purpose. 

 The Jupiter mission sequence continues many of the design motifs: the panels, 

rectangles and circles, geometrical solids, screens, the automatic astronauts, and 

conventional discourse. There is not a trace of a natural substance. All is surface, 

exhausting, empty repetition, jogging in circles, making the rounds. Bowman’s sketches, 

politely and diplomatically praised by HAL, are storyboard cartoons. Symmetrical 

doublings appear on all levels: Poole and Bowman, humans and HAL, two EVA missions, 

two earth broadcasts, instrument panel reflections on visors, etc. 

We do not know why, any more than the crew does, what the Discovery’s mission is.  

 The ship, too, is a mathematical being, comprised of combined solids, but now 

evoking a stylized human skeleton and spermatozoon. The context has changed, and the 

characteristic negativities of the Burkean sublime come to the forefront. Vastness, 

loneliness, darkness and silence, all combined, come to a climax of privations in the 

excruciatingly extended, tour-de-force sequence depicting Poole’s body salvaged from 

the abyss. The drones and pings of the interior of Bowman’s pod alternate with the 

complete stillness of outer space – surely the most extended and prominent use of dead-

air in cinematic history. With the stark light and dark contrasts on the surface of the 
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Discovery, the traditional sublime qualities of magnitude and extremity are brought 

together in a formal ensemble. In this context, Bowman’s heroic act of self-preservation 

carries great symbolic weight. Forced to survive precious seconds in the vacuum, 

Bowman must actually prove he can survive deprived of air, like an inorganic machine.  

 “Beyond the Infinite,” with its Kantian title, propels Bowman through another 

display of symmetry –  the Stargate –  albeit this one is rich with color and speed. Neither 

Bowman nor the audience understands exactly what is happening (even the term 

Stargate is from Clarke’s novel), only that Bowman is now, suddenly, moving extremely 

fast, most likely at several Gs. The symmetry gradually yields. First we witness 

kaleidoscopic macro-crystals (symmetry still). Then follow the first quasi-organic visual 

displays since the opening sequence –  supernovas, galaxies, comets indistinguishable 

from shooting sperm, a red zygote reminiscent of astronomical photographs of nebulae. 

The images invoke sex; the exterior of space and the interior of the body are mixed 

together. Are we inside a cosmic body, observing an artificial insemination, or are we in 

the void, another futile body? The pseudo-Empire bedroom is the first surprising 

surrealist break with the rigidly held techno-conditions of the film’s design –  but here 

too we detect the conventionality, the symmetry, the geometry, the solitude, and the 

emptiness.  

 2001 has been interpreted in many ways, and the most popular at the moment 

seems to be that it is a critical work about contemporary technology. But I see no reason 

why it should be read in this way.  Rather, it is the visually sublime expression of a 

spiritually exhausted sensibility, for whom all evolutionary progress is technical, deeply 

ironic about the absence of the supersensible connection between the universe and the 

human mind. The mediation of the geometrical embodiment, an object like the cone in 
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Borges “Tlon, Uqbar and Orbis Tertius,” does not promise anything outside the 

mathematical-technical. It has only such qualities. The results of its “teaching” 

demonstrate nothing more: deadly weapons, aimless space-flight, and a transfiguration 

into a cosmic infant; why should its potential for spiritual transcendence be any greater? 

(Here is where Kubrick breaks most emphatically with Clarke’s problematic and weak 

novel.) There is no reason to believe that the higher principle behind the monoliths has 

any more power to create transcendence with the Star Child than before. 

 There are no maternal “pleasures of Nature” (Eagleton) in 2001, no safety and 

aesthetic perception/pleasure outside the technological shell. Nothing is “beautiful,” in 

Burke’s sense. and the dynamic sublime is simply banished: even in the prehistoric age, 

there is no weather, no precipice. The only dynamic moment is the discovery of the bone-

tool, when the Alpha transcends everything around him, set against a clear sky. Only the 

human –  now defined by tool-manipulation –  is dynamic. There is nowhere to rest in 

the construction, no shelter but in shells. It is as if there never was anything but phallic 

law –  no earth or home to place it in tension with; no natural materials or food whose 

reworking would create questions about aura, mana, some irreducible quality of life that 

insists on its gravity and power. Except for “The Dawn of Man” every action in 2001 

occurs suspended in weightlessness or in artificial gravity, enclosed by spacesuits or 

spacecrafts, or the stylized final room. (Not even the cryogenically-suspended crew-

members in their techno-sarcophagi include women.) 

 The film itself is just such an extreme enclosed environment. With no real-time 

location shots, the hermetic, technical enclosure of the sound-stage seals out the mundane 

–  and all accident. It is purified of earth. The only obstacles to the full acceptance of the 

geometrical law are, first, the void itself, and second, HAL’s machine-pride and error. 
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Kubrick set himself free of the contingency of the real-world in which the filming took 

place. Every angle, every illumination, every diegetic stricture is just as suspended, 

weightlessly manipulable on the soundstage and in the f/x camera, as the action depicted. 

Kubrick was thus free to construct the action with formally pure evocations of the 

sublime, shriven of familiar mundane groundings, of dirt. The history of humanity passes 

in the blink of an eye. The interplanetary velocity of the spacecraft, by contrast, is made 

to seem motionless.  

 Finally, in the obscure ending, we witness Bowman being pulled –  again, by a will 

to power that cannot be Bowman’s own, for he lacks will and power in the journey 

through the Stargate – after making the only significant human decision: to disconnect 

HAL. HAL is the obstacle –  tellingly, he is more “natural” in his pride, more disturbed 

by the potentially sublime collision with the limits of his own “imagination” than any of 

the human characters, who do not act as individuals. The humanist might wish to see his 

disconnection as the triumph of the individual human will over artificial intelligence –  

but there is no real warrant for this. Bowman is liberated to complete the mission –  the 

very thing HAL wished most to do, but was thwarted in by his own pride and simulated 

humanity (‘to err is human”). Bowman, more flexible in order to be even less fallible, 

continues until he is entrained, pulled, led to the new worlds “beyond the Infinite.” These 

worlds are no more concrete than any before, and neither the audience nor Bowman can 

penetrate the conceptual obscurity. The galaxies are made to serve symbolic functions, as 

fetuses, sperm, zygotes; the dramatic landscapes-in-negative are not (as I thought when 

I was 19) on Jupiter, nor on our Earth as we know it. The room, so formal and contrived, 

could easily be an Empire prison cell, for all we, or Bowman, know. 
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 There is no reason in the end to believe that the Starchild is more morally evolved 

than humanity. (Clarke’s even contemplates the nuclear destruction of humanity.) There 

is no reason why we should even take the Starchild as a literal space fetus, and not, for 

example, a symbolic representation of a soul returning to the Earth for a new incarnation. 

After all, we have seen spaceships appear like sperm-cells, galaxies like zygotes; why 

should we not perform a similar analogical transformation with the space fetus? 

 Kubrick refuses to provide any support external to his system. Although Clarke’s 

stories are explicitly about a materialized transcendence, Kubrick’s is precisely the 

opposite. The relentlessly self-referring system of technological adventure – without any 

motivation from morality, history, indeed humanistic or critical positive discursive system 

– , leaves us with a purely technical cosmos where technical mastery is the only occasion, 

instrument and purpose of intelligent existence. Perhaps the fact that the Starchild still 

resembles an organic being is a sign that Kubrick prefers the living to the artificial. But I 

am not sure –  until that point in the film the living have shown their flexibility and 

originality only in technical problem-solving. 

 In 2001, we expect a sublimated transcendence in vain, or we supply the illusion 

ourselves. In the techno-mathematical sublime, the recoil comes because of willingness 

to venture into a mysterious cosmos after alien gift-givers who have given us nothing but 

tools of power, and no reasons or operating instructions. A world almost without nature, 

mothers, families, female cohort, animals, plants, memories of underdevelopment, or 

history. Why should we expect our next incarnations –  and our universal reason – to be 

any less remote, instrumental, and alien? 
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The Techno-dynamical sublime: The Matrix.  The dynamical sublime involves the 

sense of awe and recuperation in response to an encounter with great natural force; the 

technological sublime involves the response to human-constructed second nature. The 

posthuman techno-dynamical sublime is a response to technology that inspires awe 

either because of its autonomy or because of fatal human dependence on it. Perhaps the 

consummate expression of this sort of sf to date is The Matrix, in which the techno-

dynamic spectacle is as rigorously developed as the techno-mathematical is in 2001. In 

The Matrix’s cyberpunk myth-world, the sublime has long forgotten what Nature once 

was. All that remains of it in The Matrix is the mass of industrially-cultivated human 

bodies from which the AIs harvest energy. This motif has little scientific meaning, of 

course, but it is in a rich fantasy tradition: perhaps the AIs are punishing humanity, 

perhaps they require their prana, a special life-energy for their virtual world-construction. 

In any case, the relevant dominant power has long since passed from Nature through 

humanity, and now rests solidly with the AIs. The vast virtual system of the AIs shocks 

Neo, and initiates his sacrificial discipline into the incarnation of the messianic New Law, 

the synthesis of the physical body (natural humanity) and the info-body (virtual 

humanity). 

 The audience feels a similar frisson, recognizing in the Matrix a symbol for 

contemporary social reality. The street finds its own uses for Baudrillard; his theory of 

simulacra is hollowed out to be a stash for underground virtual trips. The tributary 

streams are many: conspiracy theories involving the U.S. government and shadowy 

corporations; Gibson’s consensual hallucination; the chic neo-Goth culture reveling in 

generalized revenge fantasies; the marriage of bohemian bourgeois-bashing and internet 

libertarianism. Unlike 2001, from which the audience is excluded except as voyeurs of 
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their own destiny, Matrix hails its audience with a mastery rare in sf cinema. Anyone 

disaffected from communications technologies and aware that it is directed by shadowy 

corporate-state forces can see his or her frustrations heroicized, and despair justified. The 

Matrix is a matrix itself, drawing all techno-savvy sensibilities,  from the imaginary rebels 

of the audience to the technocores that produce the spectacle, into a single mesh of the 

sublime.  In this Matrix is a particularly successful example of the aesthetics of 

ambivalence Brooks Landon finds in sf film: the simultaneous intellectual critique of 

technology and visceral pleasure in it. 

 The Wachowski brothers had little or no critical intention, and the association of 

the Matrix with a fear of interlocking virtual technologies is mainly a tool for evoking the 

complex, fast-moving aggressive technodynamic sublime. In the justly admired opening 

scene, the narrative is so obscure that the audience must construct the scene from visual 

allusions to noir cop films, comic books, and cyberpunk. At first, the camera eye is 

restless, looking up, panning down; blinding flashlights obscure as much as they reveal 

in the dark derelict corridor. Trinity’s explosive dance of violence comes as a complete 

shock, and the audience cannot know whether f/x-climbing of walls, hanging in midair, 

fighting in slow-mo, are Hong Kong-style fantasy tropes, or physically permissible. What 

sort of a film is this? The chase-scene is exhilarating primarily for its speed (a category 

curiously neglected by Burke in his listing of the qualities of the sublime), or rather 

speeds. The ballet is performed diegetically, as The Agent pursues Trinity over rootops 

and abysses, and also in the camera through trucage, in the representation of motion — 

speed up, slo-mo, real time and dead stop alternating. It is a tour de force of f/x, and calls 

attention to the play and apparatus. Once we know the story, it becomes a sublime 

presentation, for we know the Matrix will allow such f/x in real time. The illusion melts 
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into the real. The audience’s bodies,  responding with ontological pleasure and 

epistemological anxiety, have been made to feel both disembodied like replayed film-

images, and physically tense and exhausted. The culmination of this extended speed-

shock is Trinity’s escape from the phone booth. The slight pauses in the action we expect 

for resting our tense bodies simply do not come. The fastest and most mobile garbage 

truck in the world rams Trinity’s booth at a speed we are not used to. Her escape signals 

that bodies operate differently here; we know the game’s parameters. 

 The sublime f/x of The Matrix culminates, not in the final sequence, but in the 

extended assault on the Corporate HQ where Morpheus is held. Spectacular violence is 

a privileged form of the dynamic sublime. Neo and Trinity center the scene with an 

ostentatious, yet uncountable array of firearms arriving suddenly out of a blank 

background, establishing perspective arbitrarily. The attack itself is designed to 

maximize the sublime ecstasy of the dynamic. We never know what can and cannot 

happen in the Matrix. A series of pillars gives the space a sufficiently serial form to permit 

articulated progress, sufficiently abstract to permit each stage (i.e., each pillar) to be 

concretized with its own particular flourish of violence, and sufficiently hard to display 

the putative danger of the virtual damage. Bodies –  we know them to be innocent 

puppets – litter the scene. Neo and Trinity proceed to the abyss of the elevator-shaft, and 

ascend without the baggage of the elevator, setting off an explosion and a flow of fire that 

moves with the gorgeous slow-motion that be accorded to any action in the virtual world. 

Bodies are wrenched and morphed. The agent dodges Neo’s bullets. Enormous (serial) 

windows are shattered. Neo and Morpheus fly over the abysmal city, hanging by a 

thread. Finally, the helicopter crashes into a mirror-glass corporate building, not so much 
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colliding with, as we expect, but folding into it, after which the building itself ripples and 

folds, as if it were the fabric of space that is damaged, not one structure in it.  

 In such sequences, the Wachowskis establish the rules of spectacle in direct 

contrast to Kubrick’s. There is no outer space in Matrix, just as there was no inner space 

in 2001. As space represents the constraining limit of the Real in 2001, infinite in expanse 

and incapable of being transformed by human beings, The Matrix’s space is revealed to 

be infinitely malleable and without true extension. Motion in 2001 is gradual, often 

circular, punctuated by the Stargate’s irresistible linear pull (in which Bowman appears 

to be strangely stationary) into yet another graceful slow universe. In The Matrix, motion 

is entirely a matter of differential speeds; speed of motion is in fact the matter to be 

controlled, since the only constraints in the Matrix are those of thought. Thought is 

converted by virtual analogy into speed of movement and transformation. The fastest 

thinkers are the strongest forces.  This power to change form within the dataverse is also 

characteristic of the dynamic sublime, whereas the protagonists of Kubrick’s film must 

wait millennia to undergo transformation. By the same token, the Matrix, permitting no 

nature, cannot permit evolution; its world can warp, but it cannot grow.  

 Bowman and Neo are both savior-figures, surrogates for the audience’s need to 

regain some sense of control over technoscientific second-nature. Bowman is a weightless 

actor, capable of brute survival in the void, disconnecting himself from human history by 

disconnecting HAL, and allowing himself to be pulled by the mysterious gravity of next 

phase of human sentience, a phase we in the audience can never understand. All that 

Kubrick will allow is that the new phase is analogous to organic birth – but then so was 

all the mysterious cosmic activity “beyond the Infinite.” Neo, by contrast, becomes a 

meta-matrix in his own physical being, a fully illuminated embodiment of what 
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Bukatman calls terminal identity; he is defined less by his acts (after all, he is killed by 

the Agents before he is awakened by Trinity’s kiss like Sleeping Beauty), than by his 

absorption of his enemies’ power. His power has no demonstrable origin (a matter that 

can be conveniently deferred until the sequels), but more importantly, it arrives without 

locatable mediation; it is as arbitrary as the other kinds behavior within the virtual world, 

a world without “real” physics. Trinity’s life-giving kiss plays the same role that the 

monoliths do for Bowman, and this gives us all the information about the mediation we 

will get: Neo is given “weight” in the Matrix by romantic desire, a force so absent from 

2001 that it is irrelevant.  

 The mathematical sublime, even in its posthuman variant, knows no villains, 

because it contains no serious antagonisms. Magnitude cannot be opposed by limitation. 

The struggle between HAL and the humans is, ultimately, not a moral struggle; it is a 

contest about physical and technical flexibility. The dynamic sublime, by contrast, 

depends on a contest of forces often decided in favor of the more “intelligent,” i.e., the 

more rational, and it is consequently a humanized, moralized competition. The Agents 

are posthuman oppressors, Neo is a posthuman redeemer. Yet for all of Morpheus’s 

instruction, Neo’s power is a version, and indeed a reaction, to that of the Agents – just 

as the Agents’ power is a version of their human inventors’.  
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